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1. High level of unemployment is one of the features of ----------- states

     	      developed

     	      modern

     	      progressive

     	--->> underdeveloped

2. One of the critiques of modernisation theory is its--------tendency

     	      civilised

     	--->> imperialistic

     	      systemic

     	      colonialistic

3. Political ----------- resurfaced in Africa after few decades of political independnece

     	      allignment

     	--->> instability

     	      stability

     	      configuration

4. The continent with the richest natural and material resouces in the world is-----------

     	--->> Africa

     	      Asia

     	      South America

     	      Europe

5. The centre of periphery notion is commonly atrributed to ------------ theory

     	      systemic
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     	      modernisation

     	--->> dependency

     	      marxist

6. Max Weber classified societies into traditional and -------- societies

     	--->> modernised

     	      globalised

     	      post-traditional

     	      regional

7. Political development connotes  the ----------- of political system to a desired state of 
advanced political culture

     	      revolution

     	--->> evolution

     	      eviction

     	      balance

8. Colonialism could be easily exxplained as --------subjugation and economic 
exploitation

     	      social

     	--->> political

     	      economic

     	      administrative

9. Underdevelopment is not absence of natural and ------resources but inadequate of 
development

     	      leadership

     	      natural

     	--->> human

     	      political
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10. Globalisation can be simply viewed as ------------- of nations

     	--->> interdependence

     	      dominance

     	      power play

     	      balance
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